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ften colleges and universities,
particularly those built
recently in suburban
areas, have an identity

problem. They have no ‘bell tower’ or
‘historical building’ that sets the tone for the
campus. There is no reason creative concept
and design can’t make a parking garage a part of
that identity.”

Roamy Valera, Vice President for Timothy Haas and Associ-
ates in Florida, spoke with Parking Today about designing more
than simply a garage for the campus environment.

“We are working on a ‘University Village’ concept with
Florida International University that would create a ‘people-
place’ feel. The suburban campus is missing that destination or
identity feel or look. We wanted to create a place where people
want to gather, the parking component being secondary to the
destination.”

The planning group, which included consultants as well as
members of the university parking and planning staffs, set out to
create a recognizable place which students can point to and tell
Mom and Dad, “Look, that is my school; come meet me there.”

In addition to parking, says Valera, why not include student
housing, ground-level retail, classrooms and meeting space? Why
not a hotel? It’s an urban lifestyle center, a university village with
parking.

“Due to the increased value of real estate and
schools often finding they just don’t have any more

room, a mixed-use concept makes sense, says
Valera. “Typically, the parking lot is the place
that is available for construction. This means

that parking inventory is going to be reduced the
minute you start construction. The school needs a res-

idence hall or a group of classrooms, but to get it, it loses
parking space. This ‘village’ concept allows the university

to have both the use of the building as needed and parking
right in the center of the campus.

“When you work with a college or university – or for that
matter, a city – the challenge is to get those who participate in
long-term master planning on campus to buy into the project.
They have seen the building as a recreation center, or classrooms,
or a hospital expansion throughout the creation of the master plan.
They don’t see it as a garage. It’s important to communicate the
vision at all levels and to everyone connected to the process.”

The project moves from a “simple” parking building to a
multifaceted solution coupling parking and all other aspects of
the university physical plant.

How does Valera do this? He captures their vision by first lis-
tening to their needs. 

“Often, in the past, parking has taken a back seat to the plan-
ning process,” Valera says. “However, as the revenue that parking
generates increases and the cost of a garage has increased fivefold
in just a few years, the parking staff often takes the lead in these
planning sessions.”

A rendering of a possible “lifestyle village” that can be included with a garage in your college or city.

BACK 
TO

SCHOOL

BACK
TO

SCHOOL

Turn Your New Garage 
BY JOHN VAN HORN

O“
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Does Your Garage
Need Repair? 

Specialists in Concrete & Masonry Restoration 
 Caulking • Waterproofing • Corrosion Inhibitor

Decorative Coatings • Post Tension Repairs
 Concrete Deck Restoration

JESSUP, MARYLAND
7175 Montevideo Road 
Phone:  410-799-0900 • Fax:  410-799-7453

TOANO, VIRGINIA

8018 B7 Hankins Industrial Park Rd.
Phone:  757-566-4441 • Fax 757-566-4449
website: www.ewrcompanies.com
 e-mail: info@ewrcompanies.com

research and retail,” says Valera.
“All these components become
part of the planning, construction
and funding teams.

“The mixed-use facility cre-
ates synergy. The ‘village’ creates
excitement and ‘impulse’ activity.
You sit down and grab a cup of
coffee; you meet people in a shop
or restaurant. It has excitement and
vitality that one wants to be a part
of. It’s a true ‘lifestyle’ center.

“You know what’s great about
all this? It solves multiple prob-
lems, but it also brings a tremen-

dous amount of professionalism to the parking staff at the univer-
sity,” Valera says. “They must become planners, designers,
bankers and politicians, as well as parking operations experts.
They become a trusted member of the university’s master plan-
ning team. It’s where we should be. And now we are there.”

Roamy Valera can be reached at rvalera@timhaas.com.

PT

e into a Campus Center

Call It ‘Operation
No Free Parking’ 

Seven months after The Journal News reported that
Marine Corps recruiters are the biggest scofflaws in White
Plains, NY, city Parking Commissioner Albert Moroni said a
“captured’’ Corps car that’s been impounded would be auc-
tioned off in September if the leathernecks don’t pay their
parking fines.

“We’ve tried to be reasonable,’’ Moroni said of the city’s
war on scofflaws, “but all we’ve been getting is lip service
and the runaround. Right now, the car is scheduled to be sold
at the September scofflaw auction.’’

According to The Journal News, the Marine Corps
owes $93,805 in parking fines on a whopping 2,000 tickets
dating back to 2001, said Claudine Ferrarra, parking viola-
tions supervisor. “The Marines are by far the biggest
scofflaws in the city,’’ she said. “We’ve spent a lot of time try-
ing to straighten this out. It would be nice if they would take
care of it. They’re not above the law – they have to pay their
tickets like everybody else.’’

On April 16, a silver Chevrolet Impala, complete with a
Marine Corps decal and U.S. government license plates, was
booted after it was found parked in a city-owned garage with
no money in the meter. A computer check showed that since
January 2006, the car had racked up 94 parking tickets with
unpaid fines totaling $4,850.

Twenty-five years ago, park-
ing was an afterthought. Today,
with parking often costing
upwards of $30,000 a space, it has
been able to demand a place at the
planning table, and more times
than not has become a leader in the
process, Valera says. 

Parking is often a subsidized
component in the college/universi-
ty environment. Students pay little
or nothing for parking. The schools
feel that without low-cost parking,
they can’t attract students.

“I don’t believe this is always
the case,” Valera says. “After all, no one ever decided not to go to
Harvard because there was costly parking on campus. However,
it’s a hurdle we have to deal with in this environment. It makes
the construction of parking garages difficult to fund in many cas-
es. Public/private partnerships have been involved in some proj-
ects, and the multiuse concept is particularly interesting to them.

“The mixed-use concept allows the costs of garage facilities
to be borne by many different components, including housing,

Roamy Valera 
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hould parking stalls be
striped with single lines
or double lines? Some
parking consultants

strongly prefer double striping
because they believe it helps park-
ers center their vehicles between
stripes, maximizing the space
between vehicles. This minimizes
conflicts between door openings of
adjacent vehicles.

Intuitively, this makes sense, but
since the cost for double striping an 18-
foot-long by 8-foot-6-inch wide stall is
2.3 times that for single striping, is it true
that proper parking – staying within the

lines – actually occurs? 
To answer this question, a survey was

conducted this year of more than 10,000
parkers at 25 garages in six Colorado
cities. Garages surveyed included uses for
office, mixed-use, residential, transit, edu-
cational, health care, municipal, shopping
centers and commercial. 

Conclusions
Single-line stall striping is preferred

over double-line stall striping (72% vs.
28%). A 90° parking angle (two-way traf-
fic flow) is preferred over angled parking
(61.1% vs. 38.9%). An 8-foot-6-inch-
wide stall is preferred over other widths
(71.0% compared with 26.0% for 9’-0”)
9-foot-wide).

In total, 7.6% of patrons are improp-
erly parked, meaning they are parked out-
side stall striping lines.

Parkers pay little attention to signage
or stall striping that designates spaces for
small-car-only or compact spaces. A space
was found, so they parked in it.

No compelling reason was found to
justify the cost and effort of double-line
stall striping.

Comments – Improperly 
Parked Vehicles

Of the improperly parked vehicles,
about 65% were intentionally misparked.

About 10% were parked across
striped spaces to avoid door dings from

S
Separate the Stalls, One Line or Two?
BY PAUL MACK

A Surprising Result:

It is surprising that poor 
parking practices were
observed to be more prevalent
with each of the following:

Double-line striping
This is contrary to the belief
that double striping helps
parkers center their vehicle
better with the parking space.

Angled parking
(one-way traffic flow). 
Intuitively, it should be easier
to park in an angled stall
because it is less of a 
maneuver. Evidently parkers
are willing to back up and
straighten their vehicle when
parking in two-way traffic-flow
spaces.

9-foot-wide stalls
Common sense tells us that a
wider stall is more forgiving,
does not require as much 
driving skill, and is easier to
park in than a narrower space.
Apparently, patrons see the
wider space and assume they
have parked between the
lines, not checking to verify
their alignment.

DOUBLE STRIPING OF PARKING SPACES

SINGLE STRIPING OF PARKING SPACES

Continued on Page 23
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It’s coming in December

A special “extra” edition of Parking Today,
A magazine within a magazine.

Feature articles will include:
• PPP – The Public Private Partnership
• Financing Garages – Let’s review the ways
• Valuing your asset – Just how much is that Garage worth?
• Credit Cards – They’re great – but what is your risk?
• Raising money – where to go and what to say?

And more…

If you want to participate in this issue,
provide an article or other information,

contact our editor:
John Van Horn

jvh@parkingtoday.com
310 390 5277 ext 2

Advertise? Do you offer a financial
service to the parking industry?

This is the issue to be in:
Marcy Sparrow

marcy@parkingtoday.com
310 390 5277 ext 3

Your source for parking information.
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others parking too closely to a new, spe-
cialty, classic, etc. vehicle. 

The vast majority of improperly
parked vehicles are found at the end of a
row of parking where there is extra
space by a stair/elevator core or by an
island curb. These occurrences are sel-
dom harmful to others and they do not
diminish the garage capacity.

Instances of improperly parked
vehicles are higher on the top level of
the garages. Many times the top level is
not full, so parkers are not as motivated
to be careful how they park. Improper
parking is greatly influenced by old, dull
striping paint (hard to see the stripes);
by poor lighting (dark, causing dimin-
ished visibility); and by dirty, cluttered
floor surfaces (lack of care by managers
leads to lack of care by parkers).

It was observed that garages with
the fewest instances of misparking had
rovers who placed preprinted notices
under wiper blades informing a patron
that they were not properly parked. 

General Comments 
Regarding Stall Striping

Many building owners and garage
management companies budget restrip-
ing as an annual maintenance expense.
Patrons see the striping as they enter a
facility, and clean, bright lines set a

www.parkingtoday.com

Separate the Stalls, One Line or Two?
from Page 20

Login Parking Joint Venture to
Develop Data Collection Solutions

Login Parking LLC of Southington, CT, has announced a new joint venture
between Bob Bartley, Larry Berman and Tom DiVito to develop and market electron-
ic data collection solutions for the parking industry. The products will be released
under the brand Login Radar (remote asset data access reporting). Using contact-less
RFID tags and readers will allow all field activities to be tracked with a date and time
stamp. 

The first solutions being released this summer are hands free; collection can be
monitored for single-space meters, garage and lot inspection checklists and menus,
and street hardware maintenance and repair tracking. The simple-to-use software
includes a graphical reporting module, and is available in network or web-based ver-
sions. 

For more information, contact Login Parking at (860) 378-0302 or visit them at
www.LoginParking.com.

favorable tone to the parking experi-
ence. Almost all stripes are 4 inches
wide. White and yellow are the only col-
ors used in the surveyed garages.
Patrons and garage operators believe
that yellow stands out better. White gets
dirty easier and is harder to see if the
garage is not clean or well lighted.

There is no observed advantage to
striping dead corners or the triangle at
the end of a row of angled spaces. Strip-
ing those areas creates opportunities for
errors and adds to maintenance effort
and cost, all for no apparent benefit.

Areas in front of doors or rooms
and turnaround areas in garages with
dead ends should have diagonal striping
in these No Parking zones.

A turnaround area should be at least
as wide as a standard parking stall. One
additional foot should be added to the
width of the turnaround if it is next to a
wall or column. It is not necessary to
diagonally stripe out spaces on both
sides of a parking module for a turn-
around. A turnaround space on one side
of the module is sufficient.

Paul Mack is President of Parking
Consultants LLC in Colorado. 
He can be reached at 
pmack@parkingconsultantsllc.com.

PT
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spent a morning recently with
Fred Mitschele, President of
Photo Violation Technolo-
gies, and some of his techni-

cal staff. They are beginning a test
of 100 PVT machines in Niagara
Falls, NY.

I am a skeptic of all new equipment
and frankly don’t like to review it or run
articles until it has been in the field for a
bit and “how it runs in the lab” is con-
firmed by “how it runs in the field.”

But Fred is like the Borg – he is
relentless. You have seen him and his
equipment at every trade show, on televi-
sion, in the papers, and in tests in a num-
ber of cities including Vancouver, Canada,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and others
across the continent. 

This is his first roll-out for a major
test. Let’s face it: It’s news. 

Fred is the first to admit that his prod-
uct isn’t perfect yet. But he notes that PVT
has corrected a lot of flaws – not only in
concept and technology, but also in design
– to make it better for owners and users
alike. Most of these changes, Fred says,
came from the field tests he has been run-
ning across the continent. 

Niagara Falls is the first real multi-
unit test for PVT’s photo violation meter.
Here’s what I found.

The meter combines the features from
at least four different technologies into one
unit. Whether this is good or not, I can’t
say. I can only say that if it works as adver-
tised – it offers the cities a lot of flexibility.

Fred Mitschele says he came up with
the concept of a “friendly” parking meter
based on his own experi-
ence. He didn’t like the fact
that, first of all, he couldn’t
pay with a credit card; sec-
ond, he couldn’t feed the
meter; third, he had to
come back to the meter to
feed it; and fourth, if he overstayed and
deserved a ticket, that he had to fill out a
form, write a check and mail a letter. 

The design, from a parker’s point of
view, resolved all these issues. It gives a
lot of choices, maybe too many, but then
each of the features can be disabled if the
owner desires. 

Let’s start with payment – you can
use coin, cash, credit or debit card. If pay-
by-cellphone is available in the communi-
ty, you can use that, too. When you go to
the meter and use a credit card, you can

SEPTEMBER 2007 • PARKING TODAY • www.parkingtoday.com24

I
BY JOHN VAN HORN

Fred Mitschele and his product, taken at the 
Intertraffic show in Amsterdam.

Photo Violation Makes
Splash in Niagara Falls

choose the amount of time you want, pay
for just what you use, or, to ensure you
don’t get a ticket, pay for as long as you
stay in the spot.

The “puck” sensor in each space
knows when you arrived and when you
leave and tells the meter these little tidbits.
If you don’t pay at all, or overstay your
welcome, the meter takes a picture of your
license and a nice customer service person
mails you a ticket. 

Wow, that’s great. However, there
was, I thought, a fatal flaw. What if some-
one simply covers the camera or parks so
the machine can’t see the license plate?
Mitschele has an answer. If the camera
can’t get a valid picture (and resolve the
license plate number through its LPR sys-
tem), the system immediately notifies the
enforcement officer in the area to drop by
and handle the situation manually.

What? I thought this was supposed to
replace the enforcement team. No, says
Mitschele, it makes them more effective.
Some are working inside mailing out cita-
tions. Others work the streets, but are now
focused on exactly the places they are
needed, such as cars parked in red zones,
scofflaws, and folks who don’t believe the
fact that you shouldn’t park in front of a
fire hydrant.

If you do overstay and return to the
meter to find yourself in violation, you can

pay your ticket right on the spot by credit
card. “Cities think this is great,” Mitschele
says. “It reduces the collection effort, and
in some cases, they have talked about giv-
ing a reduction in the fine if it’s paid at the
meter.

“Our goal is to make the entire
process friendlier and ensure that the mon-
ey for the actual parking is collected, and
thus turn violation income back into actual
monies collected for legitimate parking. If
you make the process easier for the parker,
they are more apt to pay.

Engineer James Scott adjusts the software in a PVT
machine installed on the street in Niagara Falls, NY. 

You can pay your ticket right
on the spot by credit card.
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combination, and it can change by time
of day, day of the week, or meter by
meter.

His company has partnered with
two powerhouses in the electronics
field, IBM and Cisco. IBM is providing
hardware and software support, and Cis-
co is bringing its wi-fi broadband pro-
gram to the party.

Wi-fi? That’s how these meters
communicate, over a broadband Inter-
net signal. Cisco has been looking for a
way to approach municipalities with its
wi-fi product. Cities like the idea of
“free” Internet access for its citizens, but
usually don’t like the cost. With this pro-
gram, they get the system paid for by the
parking installation. And the parking
system gets its communication network.

Cost? Mitschele laughs. So far, he
is giving them away for free (the tests),
but he hopes to be charging soon. In any
case, he says the increase in revenue
generated should pay for the system in
less than six months.

I can only wish him well. But time
will tell the tale. Life is much different
on the streets than in the lab, as
Mitschele can attest. 

“Most of our problems have been
facing issues that we thought would be
handled by the customer,” he says. “For
instance, in many cases we are powered
by nearby street lighting. We were told
that the poles were always powered with
the lights controlled with photo cells.
However, on the street, we found that
they were every which way and many
were on timers. We use photo cells, but
some are under trees. It’s a complicated
process.

“Here in Niagara Falls, they are
changing many of the streets,”
Mitschele says. “They tell us to install
meters on a certain street, and then the
next week they replace the sidewalks
and we have to install them all over
again,” he says with a laugh.

You can read more about the PVT system
at www.photoviolation.com.

“In the tests we have done, we have
found that over half of on-street parkers
never pay and the vast majority don’t
get a citation. (We know this because we
track the car entering and leaving with
the ‘puck.’) We also found that many
parkers simply gamble that they won’t
be ticketed. With the photo feature of
the meter, we let people know they will
be ticketed every time if they don’t pay,
so they do.

“We have been shocked at how the
compliance rate has increased.”
(Mitschele gave me some numbers, and
they were impressive. However, I’ll
wait until more data are in before report-
ing on them.) 

Of course, the city can decide how
they want to program the meters. If they
want turnover, they can give no grace
period or limit the amount of time that
can be put on the meter. If they are con-
cerned about visitors (like Niagara Falls,
for instance), they can elect to allow a
grace period and let people park as long
as they wish, as long as they pay. Or, as
Mitschele points out, they can have any

Transceiver installed to provide wi-fi communi-
cations for the equipment and Internet access
for locals.

PT
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All Operational

Consulting Services

REVENUE ACCESS CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

• OPERATIONAL AUDITS

• MANAGEMENT RFP’S

• EXPERT TESTIMONY

DLC CONSULTING

over 20 years of experience

CERTIFIED ADMINISTRATOR OF PUBLIC PARKING

C O N S U L T I N G

973 697 8212 • dlc_park@ix.netcom.com

37 Summit Road
Milton, New Jersey 07438-9518

Complus Data Innovations
Celebrates 21st ‘Birthday’

Complus Data Innovations (CDI), a leader in the field of parking ticket man-
agement solutions, celebrated its 21st anniversary in June. Formally incorporated
on June 3, 1986, the company actually traces its history to 1979, when Founder
and President Jeff G. Grossman first began as an independent consultant working
with municipalities on custom solutions to their parking ticket software.

The 21 years of CDI’s growth are marked by expansion of its services from
two municipalities in one state to more than 130 municipalities and universities in
16 states. Its development of a full suite of products and services extends well
beyond the industry’s offering 21 years ago. CDI serves a variety of clients,
including those writing more than 4 million parking tickets per year. 

“It’s remarkable looking back on these last 21 years at how we have grown
and evolved,” said CDI Chief Operating Officer Stephen J. Hittman. “We have an
enormous amount of gratitude to our client base for their continued support and
insight. We have been able to ... stay ahead of the market precisely because of our
clients’ valuable input and feedback.” Hittman noted that CDI’s first two clients –
the Village of Scarsdale and the Town of Mamaroneck, both in New York, remain
clients to this day. 

15,000 parking pros see PT Classifieds each month
in Print – another 12,500 see them online.
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BOSS CONSULTING SERVICES, INC.

Campus Parking Software
That Works!

BOSSCARS™ is a proven Parking Management
system for colleges and universities. It integrates
with your student management system, such as

Sungard Banner®, PeopleSoft®, and SAP®, in real-time to allow
parking and public safety offices to quickly and easily get up-to-date,

accurate information about permits, citations, scofflaws, officers,
appeals, and customers. BOSSCARS is highly customizable and is
available with Handheld Ticketwriters, a Student Self-service Web
Interface, Payroll Deduction, and more.
For more information, contact Boss Consulting Services, Inc.
tel: 877-489-7745; fax: 720-284-3897
e-mail: alevy@boss-consulting-inc.com
www.boss-consulting-inc.com

ELDORADO NATIONAL

ElDorado National 
Will Pass the Test!

The Aerotech offers passengers
a safe, comfortable and dependable
transportation choice and is
available in a variety of lengths
and configurations to meet all

transportation applications.
The steel-reinforced composite body is highly resistant to impact,

rust and corrosion. Fiberglass body panels provide passengers
with a quieter interior & a gel-coated exterior keeps its glossy
finish for the life of the vehicle. 
The Aerotech has been tested for and has met all applicable
FMVSS requirements and has been crash tested.

For more information, contact El Dorado National
tel: 800-850-1287; fax: 785-823-9471
e-mail: sales@enconline.com
www.enconline.com

ELDORADO NATIONAL

Not Just Another 
Low-Floor Bus

The E-Z Rider II is a low floor transit
bus that offers exceptional passenger
accessibility. This rear engine model
is designed and built 100% in the
United States with U.S. produced

components for quick and affordable access to replacement parts.
Passenger seating is available on the front wheel wells, which allows

for the same seating capacity as a conventional floor bus. ADA
compliant wheelchair ramps are available at the front and/or rear
entry doors allowing exceptional design flexibility. This model has
completed the Altoona 12-year/500,000 mile test.

For more information, contact El Dorado National
tel: 909-591-9557; fax: 909-591-5285
e-mail: info@eldorado-ca.com
www.eldoradonational.com

INTEGRA PARK

IntegraPark offers PARIS, the
premier billing and receivables
system for monthly parkers.

PARIS may be integrated with many popular card access systems, to
ensure that all active cards are being billed. PARIS ensures compliance
with complex lease terms, including rate escalations, minimum billings,
and parker limits. The system provides complete account history,
professional invoices, full audit trails, calculates prorations for new and
terminating parkers, and supports automatic monthly payments from
credit cards and pre-authorized debits. IntegraPark’s Geneva application
uses data from your revenue control system to track and analyze your

operations, then posts the financial results to your General Ledger
system. Geneva is an enterprise-wide revenue management system,
built specifically for the parking industry. Geneva provides bank account
reconciliation, calculates revenue budgets and rate projections, enables
instant analysis for upper management and clients, and eliminates
tedious spreadsheet reporting and duplicate data entry.

For more information, contact IntegraPark
tel: 281-481-6101; fax: 281-484-9273
email: ruth.beaman@integrapark.com 
web: www.integrapark.com

AIMS

EDC Corporation leads the parking industry
with AIMS Parking Management Software,
Ticketers and AIMS Web+. Universities,
municipalities, airports, hospitals and private
operators use AIMS to manage and track cita-
tions, permits, and customers. AIMS is fast and
easy-to-use. Interface AIMS with Banner,
PeopleSoft, DMV, LDAP, Active Directory, and

more. With AIMS Web+ your customers pay tickets, register for
permits, and submit appeals directly from your website. Email
sales@edc-aim.com for a complete product tour.

For more information, contact AIMS
tel: 800-886-6316; fax: 315-706-0330
e-mail: sales@edc-aim.com
www.edc-aim.com

AIMS

FOCUS ON BACK TO SCHOOLFOCUS ON BACK TO SCHOOL
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MISCO

Tomorrow’s Technology Today
Leader of Total Parking System
On/Off Street Parking Control System
Parking Guidance System

No. 1 Parking Brand - 

For more information, contact Misco
tel: +82-2-3663-6161; fax: +82-2-3664-4611
e-mail: o-sales@misco21.com
www.misco21.com

NATIONAL BUS SALES & LEASING, INC.

National Bus Sales & Leasing,
Inc. was established in 1974
with the mission to distribute
a n d  s e r v i c e  s p e c i a l i z e d  
t ransportat ion equipment .
National is headquartered in

Marietta, Georgia. The Company’s function is to sell and service
various products it represents into the market place to include

Colleges and Universities for Shuttle Transportation.

For more information, contact 
National Bus Sales & Leasing, Inc.
tel: 800-282-7981; fax: 770-422-9007
e-mail: jwalsh@nationalbussales.com
www.nationalbussales.com

RENO A&E

QUALITY LOOP WIRE =
RELIABLE VEHICLE
DETECTION! 

Loop wire & preformed loop materials
designed to satisfy stringent require-
ments of in-pavement installation.

Building wire (e.g. THHN, etc) is intended for use in electrical conduit

NOT for direct burial in pavement. Never forget – reliable vehicle 
detection starts with reliable loops! Loop wire samples available!

For more information, contact Reno A&E
tel: 775-826-2020; fax: 775-826-9191
e-mail: sales@renoae.com
www.renoae.com

RENO A&E

DIRECTIONAL VEHICLE
DETECTOR

The Model AX2DL is a full featured,
dual channel, dual output vehicle detec-
tor with Directional Logic. Two detector
channels combined with directional 
logic provide two relay outputs, one for

A ➔ B direction and one for B ➔ A direction.

The AX2DL incorporates reliable vehicle detection technology found in
all Reno A&E vehicle detectors.

For more information, contact Reno A&E
tel: 775-826-2020; fax: 775-826-9191
e-mail: sales@renoae.com
www.renoae.com

SHUTTLE BUS LEASING

Transportation Solutions For Your
Parking Patrons

Shuttle Bus Leasing specializes in offering high
quality, pre-owned city transit buses for sale or
lease. SBL offers the largest selection with
immediate availability in many different models,

lengths, and passenger configurations. Our buses are ideal for various

services from school campus shuttles, parking operations, or to alleviate
forecasted seasonal congestion. Shuttle Bus Leasing is committed to
provide professional service with cost effective solutions to your trans-
portation needs. 

For more information, contact Shuttle Bus Leasing
tel: 951-682-2557; fax: 951-682-2577
e-mail: SBL@ShuttleBusLeasing.com 
www.shuttlebusleasing.com

TALK-A-PHONE

WEBS Tower

Talk-A-Phone Co. introduces WEBS, its Wide-Area Emergency
Broadcast System. The system integrates its ADA compliant
Emergency Phones and Wide-Area Emergency Broadcast
capability into a single 15 ft. tall Tower. The tower is equipped
with a continuously lit Blue/Light Strobe as well as four high-
power speakers concealed and protected within the tower to

provide 360° coverage. Announcements can be transmitted for broad-
cast locally (at tower site) or remotely (via RF interface). 

For more information, contact Talk-A-Phone
tel: 773-539-1100; fax: 773-539-1241
e-mail: info@talkaphone.com
www.talkaphone.com

Single 11-Pin Connector

Dual 11-Pin Connector
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he National Parking Association will hold
its 56th Annual Parking, Transportation
and Services Convention and Exposition
on Oct. 22-25, 2007, at the Renaissance

Hollywood Hotel, Los Angeles, CA.
“NPA’s annual convention provides a unique opportuni-

ty for networking and information sharing for all parking
industry professionals,” said Martin L. Stein, executive direc-
tor. “We have planned an unparalleled educational experience
with a dynamic line-up of speakers, general and business ses-
sions, and roundtable discussions. In addition, approximately
85-90 companies representing all facets of the parking indus-
try will exhibit their products and services in the hotel’s
Grand Ballroom.” 

Opening the convention on Oct. 23 will be Howard Fineman,
Newsweek’s senior Washington correspondent and columnist, with
“A View from Washington: How Hot Button Issues Will Affect the
Political Landscape.” Fineman has interviewed every major presiden-
tial candidate since 1984, focusing in recent years on the roots, rise
and presidency of George W. Bush. Fineman’s humor and insight will

T

NPA Slates
2007 Convention
For Hollywood

lead an animated discussion of the current issues affecting our
nation and he will answer questions about the most pressing
political issues in Washington, DC, as well as the 2008 presi-
dential election.

On Oct. 24, two parking industry giants – Herbert Ander-
son, vice chairman and CEO of Impark, based in Vancouver,
BC, and Emanuel Eads, president and CEO, Central Parking
Corp., Nashville, TN, will discuss the state of the industry.
They will project where the parking industry is headed and cov-
er such topics as consolidation, client expectations, and the
effects of technology, government intervention, green initia-
tives, unions, international competition and the impact of the
infrastructure venture companies joining the parking industry.

Donald Shoup, a professor of urban planning at the
University of California, Los Angeles, and author of “The High
Cost of Free Parking,” will speak on Oct. 25. Shoup has exten-
sively studied the issue of parking as a key link between trans-
portation and land use, with important consequences for cities,
the economy, and the environment. He will unravel current
parking policies and propose sensible reforms as he sets out to
prove that “parking isn’t really free.”

Topics of other business sessions include hospital and
hotel parking, safety and risk management, facility marketing,
valet parking, universities and municipalities, understanding
the value of your business, automation, business presentation
skills, off-airport parking locations, revenue control and build-
ing owners and managers. In addition, Michael Stevens, a part-
ner in the Washington, DC, law firm of Arent Fox, will provide
a legal update for the parking industry.

On Oct.22, the Helen and Jerry Stocks Memorial Golf
Tournament will be held at Angeles National Golf Course in
Sunland, CA. The tournament will benefit the Parking Industry
Institute (PII) Scholarship Fund. PII is a foundation of the NPA
and has provided more than $300,000 in college scholarships
since 1986.
For registration and general information on the convention and
exposition, contact Bobbie Westmoreland at 202.296.4336.
Companies interested in exhibiting or sponsorship opportunities
should contact Pat Langfeld, director, marketing and business 
development, at 202.296.4336, ext. 205, or go to www.npapark.org.

PT
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Editor’s note: PT traditionally has not reported on products
that aren’t actively working in the marketplace. However, some
are on the cutting edge of technology and deserve an advance
look. This is the first in a periodic series highlighting new 
technology.

he 752 pages of Donald Shoup’s paradigm-
tilting book, “The High Cost of Free Parking,”
is not a quick read. If I was unfairly forced to
summarize Professor Shoup’s diligent work

in less than 50 words, I’d say:
“Free parking causes far more harm than good to our cities,

and on-street parking prices should be set to ensure a 15% vacan-
cy rate during peak usage time, so shoppers can find a place to
park without circling the block several times congesting down-
town streets.”

This latter “15%” point translates into the “85% occupancy”
mantra that I heard intoned several times during a presentation at
the 2007 IPI conference in Tampa by Mike Estry, Manager of the
Traffic Management Division in the Seattle Department of Trans-
portation. The audience of about 100 was predominately munici-
pal or institutional (hospital, university) parking managers. And
from the many questions and comments, it was clear that most

were either aware of Shoup’s work or were otherwise clear that
the “85% occupancy” rule was important. They all seemed gen-
uinely interested in Seattle’s prospect for meeting this target.

Since I do not know Seattle’s situation, I cannot make any
comment about their work except to say that it was pretty clear its
traffic managers were getting it right in principle – quite unlike
the less-than-diligent Toronto proposal simply to raise parking
everywhere by 50 cents without a thought about vacancy rates
and congestion effects.

As I listened to Estry and his co-presenter, Bill Trimmer, I
thought again about the even bigger problem – the “no free park-
ing” part. In any part of a city where on-street parking is in suffi-
cient demand to mount on-street meters, it is a relatively simple
matter to determine the correct price to achieve a 15% vacancy
rate. Many dozens of parking consultants can draw that pricing
map. The only real ingredient needed is political will. Far harder
is the eradication of free parking.

Ignore for a moment that employers might provide free park-
ing and that to deal with that, say, with parking cash-outs, creates
a more demanding logical burden than does simple “15%” mar-
ket pricing. Rather, consider the residential streets that often are a
block away from the main streets that have high parking demand.
These streets are subject to spillover. 

In Toronto, we generally handle this by putting up “no park-

BY BERN GRUSH
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GPS Parking Systems installed in vehicle.

The Low Cost of Parking 
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